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ABSTRACT 8	

This chapter describes a versatile technique to control molecular rotation and 9	

translation. The technique is based on the combined effect of external electric fields 10	

that act concurrently on the molecular permanent and induced dipole moments. This 11	

synergistic effect arises for any polar molecule, as only an anisotropic polarizability, 12	

along with a permanent dipole moment, is required. This is always available in polar 13	

molecules.  The effect of the combined fields can be achieved either by 14	

superimposing an electrostatic and a far-off resonant optical field (i.e., one that 15	

supplies electric field strength but does not cause transitions) that act, respectively, 16	

on the molecule’s permanent and induced electric dipole, or by making use of a 17	

unipolar electromagnetic pulse that seizes the permanent and induced dipole 18	

moments simultaneously. If the combined electric fields are homogeneous, only 19	

molecular rotation is affected, whereas inhomogeneous fields affect both molecular 20	

rotation and translation. As noted in the chapter, the ability to manipulate molecular 21	

rotation and translation has wide-ranging applications – in research areas as diverse 22	

as reaction dynamics, spectroscopy, higher harmonic generation and molecular 23	
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orbital imaging, the focusing and trapping of molecules, as well as quantum 24	

simulation and computing.  25	

 26	

X.1 Introduction 27	

All molecules possess a handle that can be used to manipulate their rotation and/or 28	

translation. This metaphorical handle is the molecular electric dipole moment, either 29	

permanent, if the molecule is polar, or induced, if it is non-polar. Pulling on the 30	

handle by an external electric field affects foremost the rotational and/or translational 31	

degrees of freedom of the molecule and provides the means for their manipulation.  32	

 33	

The ability to manipulate molecular rotation and translation has been crucial to 34	

progress in research areas and applications ranging from reaction stereodynamics to 35	

orbital imaging to molecular focusing and trapping. Table X.1 provides a partial 36	

survey along with key references.  37	

 38	

The permanent and induced dipole moments behave differently when acted upon by 39	

an external electric field: while the permanent dipole moment becomes oriented in 40	

the direction of the field (and behaves like a single-headed arrow), the induced 41	

dipole moment aligns along the field (and behaves like a double-headed arrow). 42	

Hence we speak of orienting and aligning interactions. These interactions can be 43	

combined, resulting in a sui generis compounded behaviour of the dipoles involved. 44	

Quite often, even a very weak orienting interaction can convert second-order 45	

alignment into a strong first-order orientation.1,2,3,4,5,6 46	
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 47	

In what follows, we will introduce the Hamiltonian for a molecule subject to orienting, 48	

aligning, and combined interactions and discuss the most notable features of the 49	

stationary (time-independent) solutions of the corresponding Schrödinger equation.  50	

These solutions comprise the directional (i.e., oriented and/or aligned) states 51	

produced as well as the surfaces of the corresponding eigenenergies spanned by 52	

the parameters characterizing the strengths of the orienting and aligning 53	

interactions.7 54	

 55	

Remarkably, the Schrödinger equation for the combined interaction is conditionally 56	

quasi-solvable, i.e., it possesses some analytic solutions for certain conditions 57	

imposed on the orienting and aligning parameters. The rest of the solutions has to be 58	

found numerically. We will show that the Schrödinger equation in question is that of 59	

the generalized quantum pendulum (GQP) and examine the conditions of analytic 60	

solvability for the GQP eigenproblem and their relation to the topology of the GQP’s 61	

eigenenergy surfaces. This examination will reveal a profound connection between 62	

the conditions and the topology.8,9,10 63	

 64	

The temporal dependence of the external electric field that acts on the molecule is 65	

highly consequential for the outcome of the interaction.2,5,11,12 Clocked by the 66	

molecule’s rotational period, the temporal dependence may result either in an 67	

adiabatic (if the field varies slowly with respect to the rotational period) or non-68	

adiabatic interaction (otherwise). We note that the notion of an adiabatic or non-69	

adiabatic change has its counterpart in molecular dynamics, where it refers to the 70	
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compatibility or incompatibility of time scales for the relative motion of the electrons 71	

and nuclei in a given polyatomic system.  72	

 73	

When the external field is applied as a pulse much shorter than the rotational period 74	

of the molecule, we speak of a delta pulse and a sudden interaction. We will 75	

examine the sudden interaction as it arises for a unipolar electromagnetic pulse and 76	

represent its salient features in terms of population quilts and quantum carpets. What 77	

is perhaps most surprising – and useful – about the non-adiabatic interaction is that it 78	

results in field-free orientation and alignment of the molecule that recurs at multiples 79	

(also fractional ones) of the rotational period. 80	

 81	

A section is dedicated to guiding the reader through examples that are intended to 82	

provide a feeling for the numerical values involved.  83	
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Table X.1: Partial survey of research areas and applications benefitting from the 84	

ability to manipulate molecular rotation and/or translation. Apart from seminal work, 85	

only the most recent representative references are listed. 86	

 87	

X.2 The Hamiltonian of a Linear Polar and Polarizable Molecule Subject to 88	

Combined Orienting and Aligning Interactions  89	

For a linear polar and polarizable molecule, cf. Fig. X.1, the Hamiltonian takes the 90	

form 91	

      

� 

H = BJ2 + Vµ + Vα          (1) 92	

where     

� 

J2 is the angular momentum squared,       

� 

B = !2 /(2I), with I the moment of 93	

inertia, is the rotational constant,  94	

    

� 

Vµ = −µF1cosθ          (2) 95	

Applications benefitting from the ability to manipulate   

molecular rotation/translation 

References 

Molecular alignment/orientation Ref.13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 

Deflection, focusing and trapping Ref.23,24,25,26,27 

Reaction Stereodynamics Ref.28,29,30 

Stark spectroscopy Ref.31,32 

Photoelectron angular distributions Ref.33,34,35 

Diffraction from within Ref.36,37 

High-order harmonic generation and orbital imaging Ref.38,39,40,41,42,43 

Quantum simulation and computing Ref.44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52 

Molecular movies Ref. 53,54,55 

Molecules embedded in superfluid helium droplets Ref. 56,57,58,59 
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is the permanent-dipole interaction potential, with 

� 

µ the permanent electric dipole 96	

moment along the internuclear axis r and 

� 

θ  the polar angle between the permanent 97	

dipole and the electric field strength vector of magnitude     

� 

F1, and 98	

    

� 

Vα = − 1
2
ΔαF2

2 cos2 θ − 1
2
α⊥F2

2 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (3) 99	

is the induced-dipole interaction potential, with   

� 

Δα = α|| −α⊥ the polarizability 100	

anisotropy arising from the polarizability components   

� 

α||  and 

� 

α⊥ parallel and 101	

perpendicular to the intermolecular axis r, and 

� 

θ  the polar angle between the 102	

induced dipole and the electric field strength vector of magnitude     

� 

F2 . Note that 103	

herein we consider the case when the field vectors are collinear. The electric vector 104	

    

� 

F1 (of magnitude F1) is due to an electrostatic field; the electric vector     

� 

F2 (of 105	

magnitude F2) can be either due to an electrostatic field (in which case     

� 

F1 = F2) or a 106	

laser field of intensity S, in which case     

� 

F2 = [2S /(cε0)]1/ 2, with c the speed of light in 107	

vacuum and   

� 

ε0 the vacuum permittivity. The fields     

� 

F1 and     

� 

F2 can be also due to a 108	

unipolar pulse, in which case     

� 

F1 = F2  as well.  109	

 110	

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) can be conveniently recast in dimensionless form by 111	

dividing through the rotational constant, 112	

        

� 

H / B ≡H = J2 −ηcosθ −ζ cos2 θ        (4) 113	

with the dimensionless parameters  114	

    

� 

η = µF1
B

          (5) 115	
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and 116	

    

� 

ζ =
ΔαF2

2

2B
          (6) 117	

termed the orienting and aligning parameters. They express the strengths of either 118	

interaction independent of the properties (dipole moments, polarizabilities, rotational 119	

constants) of any particular molecule. In Hamiltonian (4) we omitted the constant 120	

second term arising from the induced-dipole potential (3), as its only effect is a 121	

uniform shift of the Hamiltonian’s energy levels.  122	

 [Insert Figure X.1 here] 123	

 124	

 125	

 126	

 127	

 128	

 129	

 130	

 131	

 132	

 133	

 134	

 135	
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Molecule B [cm-1] µ [Debye] Δα [Å3] tr  [ps] Reference 

HD 45.644 5x10-4 0.305 0.037 Ref.60 

DCl 5.445 1.18 0.74 0.306 Ref.61 

HI 6.551 0.43 0.45 0.255 Ref.62,63,64 

DI 3.253 0.38 1.69 0.513 Ref.61 

NO 1.703 0.16 2.8 0.980 Ref.61 

CO(X) 1.931 0.10 1.0 0.864 Ref.61 

CO(a) 1.681 1.37 1.5 0.992 Ref.61 

HCN 1.482 3.00 2.0 1.126 Ref.61 

ICN 0.1075 3.72 7.0 15.52 Ref.61 

CsF 0.1843 7.97 3.0 9.051 Ref.61 

LiNa 0.38 0.566 24.7 4.390 Ref.65,66 

LiCs 0.188 5.52 49.5 8.873 Ref.65,66  

NaK 0.091 2.76 39.5 18,33 Ref.65,66 

KCs 0.033 1.92 64.6 50.55 Ref.65,66 

RbCs 0.016 1.27 72.8 104.3 Ref.65,66 

OCS 0.2039 0.709 4.1 8.181 Ref.61 

KRb 0.032 0.76 54.1 52.13 Ref.65,66 

HCCCl 0.1067 0.44 4.1 15.63 Ref.61 

HCCCN 0.1516 3.60 6.0 11.00 Ref.61 

HArCCH 0.118 5.25 15.31 14.14 Ref.67 

HXeCCH 0.081 3.41 11.81 20.60 Ref.67 

HXeI 0.027 6.4 3.4 61.78 Ref.62,63,64 

Benzene-Ar 0.039 0.12 -6.1 42.77 Ref.68 

 136	

Table X.2: Rotational constants B, electric dipole moments µ and polarizability 137	

anisotropies Δα and rotational periods tr of a sampling of molecules. Note that η = 138	

1.68×10-2 F1 [kV/cm] [Debye]/B [cm-1], ζ = 2.79 × 10-8 F2
2 [kV2/cm2] Δα [Å3]/B [cm-1] = 139	

1.05 × 10-11 S [W/cm2] Δα [Å3]/B [cm-1], and tr [ps] = 1.6682/B [cm-1]. We note that an 140	

electrostatic field F1 = 100 kV/cm acting on a permanent electric dipole moment of 1 141	

Debye corresponds to an energy of 4.8 cal/mol; an optical field S = 1010 W/cm2 142	
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(corresponding to F2 = 1941 kV/cm) acting on an induced dipole arising from a 143	

polarizability of 1 Å3 corresponds to 3 cal/mol. A vawenumber (1 cm-1) corresponds 144	

to 2.9 cal/mol. 145	

 146	

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (4) is recognized as that of the Generalized Quantum 147	

Pendulum (GQP).9,10 Hence a polar and polarizable molecule is one of the GQP’s 148	

realizations. 149	

 150	

Table X.2 provides a list of molecular properties for a selection of linear molecules, 151	

along with the conversion factors that are needed for evaluating the orienting and 152	

aligning parameters for given field strengths. Note that   

� 

Δα > 0 for linear molecules, 153	

but can be negative for symmetric or asymmetric tops. In order to achieve sizable 154	

values of the aligning parameter (say, ζ > 10), the requisite field strength F2 has to 155	

be on the order of 104 kV/cm for most of the molecules listed, which can only be 156	

provided by a pulsed electromagnetic field (S =1012 kW/cm2 corresponds to 1.941 × 157	

104 kV/cm). Sizable values of the orienting parameter (say, η ≈ 10) can often be 158	

achieved by an electrostatic field F1 on the order of 100 kV/cm. 159	

 160	

X.2. The Schrödinger Equation for Molecules Subject to Combined Orienting 161	

and Aligning Interactions 162	

The time-independent Schrödinger equation pertaining to Hamiltonian (4)  163	

      

� 

H J,| M |;η,ζ = EJ,|M|(η,ζ ) J,| M |;η,ζ 	 	     (7) 164	
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reduces at vanishing orienting and aligning interactions to that for a free rotor 165	

      

� 

J2 J,| M | = EJ,|M| J,| M |         (8) 166	

where the respective wavefunctions are related by     

� 

J,| M |;η = 0,ζ = 0 → J,| M | . 167	

Hence the states created by the combined orienting and aligning interactions can be 168	

labelled by the angular momentum quantum numbers J and M of the field-free rotor 169	

state from which they arose upon switching on the interactions. Since the sense of 170	

rotation makes no difference, only |M|, the magnitude of M, matters.  171	

 172	

Likewise, the eigenenergies, measured in terms of the rotational constant B, are 173	

related by     

� 

EJ,|M|(η = 0,ζ = 0) → EJ,|M| = J(J + 1). The field-free states     

� 

J,| M | 	have a 174	

definite parity, given by     

� 

p = (−1)J . We note that parity is a symmetry property of the 175	

wavefunction (of a given state) that indicates whether the wavefunction changes its 176	

sign upon inversion of the coordinates (in which case     

� 

p = −1) or not (    

� 

p = +1). States 177	

of definite parity, i.e., states with either     

� 

p = +1 or     

� 

p = −1, cannot be oriented. We’ll 178	

see below that in order to orient a molecule, we have to put in into a state whose 179	

parity is indefinite (i.e., neither +1 nor −1). We speak also of a state of mixed parity, 180	

as it arises by mixing (linear superposition) of several states with opposite parities.  181	

 182	

The wavefunction due to the combined orienting and aligning interactions  183	

    

� 

J,| M |;η,ξ = cJ (µ,ξ) J,| M |J∑        (9) 184	
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is a hybrid (coherent linear superposition) of the field-free wavefunctions     

� 

J,| M |  for 185	

a fixed value of the good quantum number M and for a range of J’s. The expansion 186	

(or hybridization) coefficients     

� 

cJ (µ,ζ ) depend on the orienting and aligning 187	

parameters and, generally, have to be found numerically. Note that the wavefunction 188	

of Eq. (9) depends on the polar coordinates θ and φ (via the field free rotor basis 189	

wavefunctions) and could be alternatively written as 
    

� 

ΨJ,|M| (θ,φ;η,ζ ). Its modulus, 190	

    

� 

| ΨJ,|M| (θ,φ;η,ζ ) |2 , gives the probability density of the polar and azimuthal angles θ 191	

and φ of the molecule in that state. 192	

[Insert Figure X.2 here] 193	

A key feature of the orienting interaction   

� 

(∝ηcosθ)  is that it couples field-free 194	

rotational states whose J’s differ by ±1, whereas the aligning interaction   

� 

(∝ζ cos2 θ)  195	

couples free-rotor states with J’s that are either the same or differ by ±2. As a result, 196	

the orienting interaction creates states of mixed (indefinite) parity while the aligning 197	

interaction preserves parity. Thus, as long as η ≠ 0, wavefunction (9) is of 198	

indefinite/mixed parity as well. As noted above, this is a precondition for orientation: 199	

only states of indefinite parity can be oriented. 200	

 201	

The number of J’s involved in a given hybrid wavefunction is infinite in principle but, 202	

for the ground state, on the order of the orienting/aligning parameters in practice, i.e., 203	

if the eigenproperties are to be evaluated with an accuracy sufficient for most 204	

applications. Generally, the higher the initial J of a state, the fewer rotational basis 205	

states are drawn into its hybrid wavefunction at a given value of the interaction 206	
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parameter (either η or ζ). This is because of the J(J+1) rotational energy ladder and 207	

hence the increasing separation of the rotational basis states that make up the 208	

hybrid. 209	

 210	

That there’s no hybridization of the angular momentum projection quantum number 211	

M in collinear orienting and aligning fields follows from the cylindrical symmetry of 212	

the problem (there is just a single axis of cylindrical symmetry given by the common 213	

direction of F1 and F2). Once this symmetry is broken (i.e., if the fields F1 and F2 are 214	

not collinear), M ceases to be a good quantum number and states with different M’s 215	

are hybridized as well.   216	

 217	

X.2.1 Eigenenergy Surfaces and their Intersections for Molecules Subject to 218	

Combined Orienting and Aligning Interactions  219	

All states bound by the aligning interaction occur as doublets split by tunnelling 220	

through the equatorial barrier of the   

� 

Vα 		
potential, cf. Fig. X.2. The members of any 221	

tunnelling doublet have same |M| but opposite parities. The tunnelling splitting, ΔE, 222	

scales as 223	

    

� 

ΔE(ζ ) ∝exp(−ζ1/ 2) 	         (11) 224	

and so the members of any given tunnelling doublet can be drawn arbitrarily close to 225	

one another by boosting ζ. Once the parity-mixing orienting potential   

� 

Vµ  is 226	

superimposed, see Fig. X.3, the symmetry of the two equivalent minima of   

� 

Vα 		
at θ = 227	
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0o and 180o is broken and the tunnelling levels repel each other, at a given ζ, 228	

proportionately to η 229	

    

� 

ΔE(η,ζ ) ∝η 	          (12) 230	

[Insert Figure X.3 here] 231	

Fig. X.4 shows the eigenenergies as a function of the orienting parameter η for a 232	

fixed sizable value of the aligning parameter, ζ = 58. One can see that at  η = 0 233	

(when the orienting interaction is switched off), this value of ζ  is sufficiently high to 234	

make the two lowest tunneling doublets depicted (0,0 and 1,0 as well as 3,0 and 2,0) 235	

quasi-degenerate, whereas the uppermost doublet shown (4,0 and 5,0) exhibits a 236	

marked splitting, as its members are bound only by the upper reaches of the Vα 237	

potential. Given that the tunneling splitting at fixed ζ  scales linearly with η, the upper 238	

member of the lower tunneling doublet is bound to meet the lower member of the 239	

upper tunneling doublet at some value of η. This results in a pattern of intersections 240	

– all of which are avoided. This is because the intersecting levels originate in the 241	

doublet states of opposite parity and, therefore, undergo coupling by the parity-242	

mixing orienting interaction Vµ. 243	

 244	

What are the loci of the avoided intersections? Remarkably, these can be 245	

determined analytically, with the result  246	

    

� 

ζ = 1

4k2
η2	 	 	     

� 

k = 1,2,3...      (13) 247	
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This simple parabolic formula describes how orienting and aligning parameters are 248	

connected with one another at all the avoided intersections that arise for the GQP 249	

eigenproblem. As we can see, the integer k, termed the topological index, labels the 250	

intersections. And, in fact it does much more than that, as we’ll see below. 251	

[Insert Figure X.4 here] 252	

 253	

X.2.2 Directional States of Molecules Subject to Combined Orienting and 254	

Aligning Interactions 255	

The states that are created by the orienting or aligning interactions alone or by their 256	

combination are directional, i.e., they exhibit orientation or alignment or both. A 257	

measure of the directionality of the states are the expectation values of the   

� 

cosθ  or 258	

the   

� 

cos2 θ  operators, i.e., 259	

    

� 

cosθ = J,| M |;η,ζ cosθ J,| M |;η,ζ       (14) 260	

and 261	

    

� 

cos2 θ = J,| M |;η,ζ cos2 θ J,| M |;η,ζ       (15) 262	

which are termed, respectively, the orientation and alignment cosines. These can be 263	

evaluated for any given state either directly from the state’s wavefunction, as 264	

ordained by Eqs. (14) and (15), or from the field dependence of the state’s 265	

eigenenergy via the Hellmann-Feynman theorem,  266	

    

� 

cosθ = −
∂EJ,|M|(η,ζ )

∂η         (16) 267	
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� 

cos2 θ = −
∂EJ,|M|(η,ζ )

∂ζ         (17) 268	

The latter method is particularly instructive, as it connects directionality of a molecule 269	

with its behavior in a field gradient. For a purely orienting interaction, the orientation 270	

cosine of a given state can be negative or positive, depending on whether the state’s 271	

eigenenergy increases or decreases with the increasing orienting parameter, i.e., 272	

whether the state is low- or high-field seeking (a molecule in a low-field seeking state 273	

subject to an inhomogeneous field seeks a region of minimum field strength where 274	

its energy is minimal; a molecule in a high-field seeking state seeks a region of 275	

maximum field strength where its energy is minimal). Therefore, in a low-field 276	

seeking state, the molecule is oriented  oppositely with respect to the orienting field – 277	

it exhibits the wrong-way orientation. In a high-field seeking state, the molecule is 278	

right-way oriented, i.e., in the direction of the orienting field. In dynamical terms, this 279	

means that the dipole spends most of its time pointing either against or in the 280	

direction of the orienting field vector. See also Textbox 3 in Chapter 1. 281	

 282	

In contrast, all states created by the aligning interaction are high-field seeking, since 283	

the aligning interaction is purely attractive. However, a given state can still be right- 284	

or wrong-way aligned, depending on whether the induced dipole is aligned along or 285	

perpendicular to the aligning field vector.  286	

 287	

The combined orienting and aligning interactions produce intriguing directional 288	

effects. Apart from creating strong orientation for essentially any polar molecule, the 289	

combined fields lead to a sui generis dependence of the orientation on the strength 290	
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of the fields. The salient features of the directional states and their field dependence 291	

are exemplified by the behaviour of the 0,0-1,0 tunnelling doublet in Fig. X.5 and of 292	

the 1,1-2,1 tunnelling doublet in Fig. X.6..  293	

 294	

At aligning interactions strong enough to make the doublets quasi-degenerate, even 295	

a tiny orienting interaction converts alignment into strong orientation. This is 296	

illustrated by the polar plots of the squares of the wavefuntions at η = 0.1 and  1 for ζ 297	

= 10 (full curves) and at η = 10 for ζ = 50 (dashed curves). In either case, the lower 298	

member of the tunnelling doublet is high-field seeking (shifts down in energy when 299	

the orienting interaction is turned on) while the upper member is low-field seeking 300	

(shifts up). As a result, the members of the tunnelling doublets are oppositely 301	

oriented with respect to one another – with the lower member right-way oriented and 302	

the upper member wrong-way oriented. However, at a sufficiently strong orienting 303	

interaction, i.e., at η = 10 for ζ = 10 and η = 20 for ζ = 50 in our examples, the 304	

orienting field prevails and both members of the tunnelling doublets become right-305	

way oriented. Also shown in Figs. X.5 and X.6 are the pertinent values of the 306	

orientation and alignment cosines. 307	

 308	

In the combined fields, the wrong-way orientation effect arises at small orienting 309	

interactions for all states that are “slated” to become the upper members of the 310	

tunneling doublets. Such states have J−|M| odd. The states “slated” to become the 311	

lower members of the tunnelling doublets, with J−|M| even, are all high-field seeking 312	

and, therefore, right-way oriented at all non-zero values of η and ζ.  313	
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 [Insert Figure X.5 here] 314	

 315	

This behavior contrasts with that for a purely orienting interaction: for η > 0 and  ζ = 316	

0, states with the tilt angle 317	

    

� 

γ = arccos | M |

[J(J + 1)]1/ 2           (18) 
318	

of the angular momentum with respect to the field vector exhibit wrong-way 
319	

orientation at small values of η for γ > 3-1/2 and right-way orientation otherwise. This 
320	

behavior is connected with the slow-down/speed-up of the pinwheeling dipole when 
321	

it points in the direction opposite to/of the field and arises at values of η that are too 
322	

small for the Vµ potential to bind the dipole (i.e., confine it to an angular range less 
323	

than 360o and thus make the state pendular). 
324	

[Insert Figure X.6 here] 325	

 326	

X.3 Conditional Quasi-Solvability of the Schrödinger Equation for a Molecule 327	

Subject to Orienting and Aligning Interactions  328	

Analytic solutions are the gems of physics – beautiful and rare. To our delight, it 329	

turned out that the Schrödinger equation for a molecule subject to orienting and 330	

aligning interactions – which, as noted above, amounts to the generalized quantum 331	

pendulum eigenproblem – is conditionally quasi-solvable. This means that analytic 332	

solutions can be obtained only under certain conditions imposed on the parameters 333	

that characterize a given eigenproblem – in the case of the GQP the orienting and 334	
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aligning parameters. And that the analytic solutions can be obtained only for some of 335	

the eigenstates, i.e., not for the whole spectrum of the Hamiltonian (by analytic 336	

solutions we mean solutions that are expressed in terms of elementary functions).  337	

 338	

In seeking the analytic solutions, we made use of three techniques: (1) ad hoc69; (2) 339	

supersymmetric quantum mechanics9; (3) the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi theory10. 340	

While guessing a viable Ansatz is the basis of (1) and (2), (3) offers a systematic 341	

way of generating analytic solutions but requires an educated guess concerning the 342	

coordinates in which to express them. This task is less ad hoc than (1) and (2) and 343	

therefore easier to fulfil. 344	

 345	

So far, we have been able to find a cornucopia of analytic solutions – altogether 40 346	

normalizable ones, to be exact, cf. Ref10. However, there are reasons to believe that 347	

we could find infinitely many solutions to the GQP eigenproblem, although the 348	

analytic solutions would not be available for all states: the rest would have still to be 349	

handled numerically. 350	

 351	

The conditions of quasi-analytic solvability imposed on the η and ζ parameters that 352	

we found came out the same for all three techniques. Lo and behold, these 353	

conditions coincide with equation (13) for the loci of the avoided intersections of the 354	

problem’s eigenenergy surfaces!  355	

 356	
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This close connection is illustrated in Fig. X.7, which pertains to M = 0 as an 357	

example. In this case, there is only one analytic solution, pertaining to the topological 358	

index k = 1. Its eigenenergy, marked in red, appears at the intersection of the 359	

eigenenergy of the ground state 0,0 (which is the only stretched state for M = 0) with 360	

the “glass” parabolic surface (which runs through the intersections) at k = 1. Note 361	

that along the red curve on the 0,0 surface, the eigenvalue of the infinite-dimensional 362	

Hamiltonian matrix reduces to a quadratic function of the interaction parameter ζ. We 363	

note that, in general, the number of avoided intersections that a given eigenenergy 364	

surface partakes in is given by its label J. There are no analytic solutions either for 365	

    

� 

k = 0 or   

� 

k → ∞, i.e., nor for the purely orienting nor for the purely aligning interaction. 366	

And there are, of course, no analytic solutions for noninteger values of k either, cf. 367	

Eq. (13).  368	

[Insert Figure X.7 here] 369	

 370	

We note that the analytic solutions found can be used to evaluate, in closed form, 371	

the characteristics of the strongly oriented and aligned molecular states. This may be 372	

of practical significance in that one could reverse-engineer the eigenproblem and 373	

find the values of the parameters required for creating quantum states with 374	

preordained characteristics. Orientation and alignment cosines in analytic form for 375	

stretched states (i.e., states with J = |M|) that fulfil the analytic solvability condition 376	

(13) are given in Ref.70 Let us mention, as an example, the orientation cosine of the 377	

    

� 

J = 0,M = 0;η,ζ  ground state featured in Fig. X.7: It is   

� 

cosθ = coth(2β) −1/(2β), 378	

with     

� 

β = η /[2M + 1] = ζ  .  379	
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 380	

Analytic solutions can also be used as benchmarks to check numerical calculations 381	

or as Ansatz for treatments based on perturbation theory. 382	

 383	

X.4 Dynamics of Molecules Subject to Combined orienting and Aligning 384	

Interactions 385	

So far, we have been dealing with the eigenstates and eigenenergies of Hamiltonian 386	

(4), which obtain as the solutions to the time-independent Schrödinger equation (7) 387	

or, equivalently, as the stationary solutions to the time-dependent Schrödinger 388	

equation  389	

      

� 

i ∂
∂t

J,| M |;η,ζ;τ = H J,| M |;η,ζ;τ        (19) 390	

where     

� 

J,| M |;η,ζ ;τ  is the time-dependent wavefunction, which could also be 391	

written as 
    

� 

ΨJ,|M| (θ,φ;η,ζ;τ ) , cf. the comment following Eq. (9). Apart from the 392	

dimensionless Hamiltonian H, Eq. (19) makes use of dimensionless time     

� 

τ = Bt ! , 393	

which measures time t in terms of the rotational period     

� 

tr = π! B . Hence we can say 394	

that the time dependence of Schrödinger equation (19) is clocked by the rotational 395	

period of the molecule. We note that if time t runs for the duration of a rotational 396	

period, t = tr, the reduced time 

� 

τ = π .  397	

 398	

Eq. (19) yields stationary solutions if the interactions encapsulated in Hamiltonian H 399	

are turned on and off slowly with respect to the rotational period, i.e., over a time τ =  400	
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τ0  > π. In that case, we speak of an adiabatic interaction, in the course of which the 401	

effect of the orienting and aligning fields is the same as if the fields were static at any 402	

given time τ. Once the interaction is over, the molecule continues rotating as if no 403	

interaction had taken place, quite independent of how dramatic the effects (in terms 404	

of orientation and alignment) may have been when the fields were on. 405	

 406	

In the opposite, non-adiabatic limit, i.e., when the interactions take place over a time 407	

τ0 much shorter than the rotational period   

� 

τ = τ0 << 1, a rotational wavepacket is 408	

formed 409	

 
    

� 

J0,| M0 |;η,ζ ;τ = cJ0,|M0|
J (η,ξ)exp[−iJ(J + 1)τ] J,| M0 |

J =J0

∞
∑    (20)  410	

that undergoes revivals whose timing is determined by the rephasing of the field-free 411	

rotor states     

� 

J,| M0 | . The contributions of the     

� 

J,| M0 |  states to the wavepacket are 412	

determined, in the interaction representation used herein11, by the time-independent 413	

hybridization coefficients 
    

� 

cJ0,|M0|
J (η,ξ); these do depend, however, on the orienting 414	

and aligning parameters η and ζ.     

� 

J0,| M0 |  is the initial state the molecule was in 415	

before the non-adiabatic interaction struck. 416	

 417	

The strengths of the orienting and aligning interactions are conveniently 418	

characterized by dimensionless quantities termed kick strengths, 419	

    

� 

Pη = η(τ )dτ0
τ0∫          and         Pς = ς (τ )dτ0

τ0∫       (21)  420	
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which allow comparing the dynamics that arises from kicks of different shapes, 421	

lengths, and strengths and that last over a time   

� 

0 ≤ τ ≤ τ0 . 422	

[Insert Figure X.8 here] 423	

Recently developed semiconductor technologies have made it possible to produce 424	

electromagnetic pulses that consist of only a single oscillation cycle of an 425	

electromagnetic wave. Moreover, the distribution of the electric field strength over 426	

the cycle can have a bias that favors the oscillation amplitude in one direction over 427	

the other. Fig. X.8 shows such a “unipolar” pulse. Apart from its larger amplitude in 428	

the positive direction than in the negative one, the field F (= F1 = F2) has also a 429	

different temporal dependence over the time intervals τ+ << τ−: while the positive 430	

branch varies quickly (on the order of a picosecond), leading to a non-adiabatic 431	

interaction (given that the rotational periods even of small molecules, with the 432	

exception of diatomic hydrides, are at least about ten-fold, cf. Table X.1), the 433	

negative branch varies slowly, giving rise to an adiabatic interaction. As a result, 434	

once the “unipolar” pulse has passed, only the upper branch leaves behind a 435	

recurring rotational wavepacket, while the lower branch leaves the molecule in the 436	

same stationary state in which it had been before the arrival of the unipolar pulse. 437	

The positive branch can be well modelled by a Gaussian which, for small τ+ = τ0 can, 438	

in turn, be modelled by a delta function.  439	

 440	

For a delta-kick (i.e., a kick due to a delta function), the time dependent Schrödinger 441	

equation (19) has analytic solutions (that have nothing to do with the conditional 442	

quasi-solvability of the GQP eigenproblem). These solutions correspond to a 443	

simultaneous seizure of both the permanent (if available) and induced dipole 444	
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moments by the unipolar pulse – and consist of solutions for an aligning delta kick 445	

(which are proportional to confluent hypergeometric functions) and an orienting kick 446	

(which are proportional to spherical Bessel functions, a special case of the 447	

hypergeometric functions). These solutions allow to evaluate all the dynamical 448	

observables in analytic form – thereby offering an unrivalled insight into the kicked-449	

rotor dynamics. 450	

[Insert Figure X.9 here] 451	

 452	

X.4.1 Population Analysis: Population Quilts 453	

A telling indicator of the effects of the kicks are the resulting post-pulse populations 454	

of the rotational states that make up the rotational wavepacket of Eq. (20). These are 455	

determined by the squares of the hybridization coefficients, 
    

� 

[cJ0,|M0|
J (η,ξ)]2. Fig. X.9 456	

shows a representation, in the form of a “population quilt,” of the post-pulse 457	

populations of the rotational states excited by delta-kicks of varying strength. The 458	

initial state of the molecule is its ground state, with J0=0 and M0=0. The effect of the 459	

orienting interaction are manifest near the ordinate: with increasing kick strength, the 460	

quantum number J of the most populated level increases in steps of 1, in keeping 461	

with the selection rule ΔJ = ±1 for the orienting interaction. On the other hand, near 462	

the abscissa, the quantum number of the most populated level increases in steps of 463	

2, in keeping with the selection rule ΔJ = ±2 for the aligning interaction. However, the 464	

populations along the diagonal – excited by both the orienting and aligning 465	

interactions – behave in an unexpected way: the most populated states are those 466	

with J = 0 and 1 and they just alternate over the range of kick strengths investigated. 467	
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Thus the combined permanent and induced dipole forces give rise to a sui generis 468	

population dynamics.  469	

 470	

X.4.2 Space-time Portraits: Quantum Carpets 471	

The square of the wavefunction, Eq. (20), gives the probability density of the polar 472	

angle θ between the axis r of the molecule and the common direction of the orienting 473	

and aligning fields as a function of time τ. A contour plot of the probability density as 474	

a function of τ is customarily termed a quantum carpet. Its rich patterns reveal details 475	

about the dynamics of the molecule’s interaction with the fields. 476	

 477	

Perhaps the most striking pattern that one can glean from the quantum carpets, see 478	

Figs. X.10 and X.11, is that of the revivals of the rotational wavepacket: the initial 479	

and final state of the wavepacket recurs upon an integer multiple of the revival time, 480	

τrev = π. However, due to the presence of even and odd J’s in the wavepacket, also 481	

fractional revivals (revivals at integer fractions of τrev) are present. 482	

[Insert Figure X.10 here] 483	

For the purely orienting interaction, see panels (a) in Figs. X.10 and X.11, the 484	

carpets exhibit inversion symmetry with respect to the point θ = τ = π/2. This has its 485	

origin in the parity transformation properties of the field-free rotor states. The 486	

complex pattern due to the purely aligning interaction, see panels (b) of Figs. X.10 487	

and X.11, is comprised of nearly isotropic islands, which are mimicking the isotropic 488	

distribution of the initial   

� 

0,0  state. These become increasingly asymmetric with 489	
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increasing kick strength, see panel (b) of Fig. X.11. For the combined interactions, 490	

see panels (c) of Figs. X.10 and X.11, the carpet patterns become more complex as 491	

more fractional revivals occur. However, with increasing kick strengths, the patterns 492	

simplify again, exhibiting canals and ridges as well as wavepacket focusing (near θ = 493	

0) and reversed focusing (near θ = π). Either is a manifestation of the quantum-494	

classical correspondence – at low kick strengths the behavior is quantum, at high 495	

kick strengths quasi-classical – as a result of which the quantum carpets can in fact 496	

be fitted by classical trajectories θ = θ(τ)  at high kick strengths. The quantum-497	

classical correspondence is also apparent in the case of the pure interactions, 498	

especially the orienting one, cf. Figs. X.10 and X.11. 499	

 500	

Closely connected with the recurring patterns of the rotational wavepacket are the 501	

revivals of the corresponding directional properties – orientation and alignment. As 502	

the quantum carpets indicate, these happen after the kick, when the molecule is 503	

field-free. The revivals occur for as long as the coherence of the rotational 504	

wavepacket is maintained. A collision with another molecule or the wall of the 505	

vacuum chamber upends the coherence and puts a stop to the revivals.   506	

 507	

We note that the orientation cosine is an odd function with respect to τ = π/2, which 508	

implies that the time-averaged orientation over a full revival time τrev vanishes. In 509	

contrast, the time-dependent part of the alignment cosine is an even function with 510	

respect to π/2 but an odd function with respect to the quarter- and three-quarter-511	

revival times π /4 and 3 π /4, respectively.  512	
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 513	

Combined orienting and aligning kicks of equal strength render the molecule right-514	

way oriented for over half of the revival period. However, over the rest of the revival 515	

period, when the molecule is wrong-way oriented, the orientation cosine becomes 516	

greater in absolute value, however over a time interval that decreases with 517	

increasing kick strength. The alignment cosine vacillates between a maximum and 518	

an isotropic value (i.e., 1/3) over time intervals that are reduced at increasing kick 519	

strengths.  520	

[Insert Figure X.11 here] 521	

 522	

X.6 A Case in Point: Two Different Molecules at Various Field Combinations 523	

Let us consider two molecules from the opposite ends of Table X.1, namely DCl and 524	

HXeI, for various combinations of the strengths of the electrostatic field F1 and the 525	

optical field F2, as well as for a unipolar pulse whose strength F corresponds to that 526	

of the optical field, F = F2.  It is instructive to see what values of the orienting and 527	

aligning parameters these field combinations give rise to and what effect these, in 528	

turn, have on the orientation and alignment cosines. Note that in the case of the 529	

combination of an electrostatic field F1 with an optical field F2, only F1 contributes to 530	

the orienting parameter, whereas both F1 and F2 contribute to the aligning 531	

parameter. This is because the effect of the optical field on the permanent dipole 532	

averages out over the field’s oscillating period.   533	

 534	
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Table X.3 summarizes the results. For DCl, one can see that in the combined 535	

electrostatic and optical fields, the interaction parameters remain quite small for F1 536	

ranging between 1 and 10 kV/cm and S (that gives rise to F2) between 1010 and 1012 537	

W/cm2. This is mainly because of the large value of the rotational constant of DCl. 538	

The orientation and alignment cosines remain correspondingly small, but not 539	

negligible, especially at the high end of the range considered. The handicap of a 540	

large rotational constant can be completely overcome by employing a unipolar pulse 541	

of strength F = F2. Although the aligning parameter remains small, the orienting 542	

parameter increases by several orders of magnitude (by a factor of 104 in our 543	

example), resulting in a high degree of both orientation and alignment (one can see 544	

that where there is orientation there is also alignment, but not the other way around). 545	

However, the interaction with a unipolar pulse is inherently non-adiabatic, cf. Section 546	

X.4, and the peak values of the orientation/alignment cosines attained during the 547	

rotational wavepacket revivals are only about 3/4 of the adiabatic values given in 548	

Table X.3.  549	

 550	

The other molecular example listed in Table X.3, HXeI, is particularly amenable to 551	

orientation and alignment, even at weak combined fields. It is the compounded effect 552	

of a large permanent electric dipole moment with a large polarizability anisotropy and 553	

a small rotational constant that boosts both η and ζ and results in a pronounced 554	

directionality of the molecule. In this case, the improvement of the adiabatic values 555	

achieved by employing a unipolar pulse is only marginal.  556	

 557	

 558	
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 559	

DCl HXeI  

F1= 1 kV/cm 
S=1010 W/cm2 

F=1.948x103 
kV/cm 

F1= 1 kV/cm 
S=1010 W/cm2 

F=1.948x103 
kV/cm 

η  0.0036 7.067 3.982 7730 

ζ  0.0140 0.014 13.25 13.24 
‹cosθ› 0.0012 0.732 0.851 0.9919 

‹cos2θ› 0.3338 0.598 0.747 0.9841 

 F1= 10 kV/cm 
S=1012 W/cm2 

F=1.948x104 
kV/cm 

F1= 10 kV/cm 
S=1012 W/cm2 

F=1.948x104 
kV/cm 

η  0.0364 70.67 39.82 77295 

ζ  1.430 1.424 1325 1324 

‹cosθ› 0.0168 0.917 0.986 0.998 

‹cos2θ› 0.3785 0.848 0.973 0.995 
 560	

Table X.3: Interaction parameters and adiabatic directional properties of DCl and 561	

HXeI molecules in their electronic, vibrational and, initially, rotational ground state 562	

|J=0,M=0> at choice strengths of the electrostatic field F1 and optical field F2 563	

corresponding to intensity S, see Section X.2. The strength F of the unipolar field is 564	

chosen such that F=F2. See also Table X.2 and text. 565	

 566	

In a thermal ensemble of molecules characterized by a certain rotational 567	

temperature, Tr, the population of the initial rotational states will have a large effect 568	

on the directional properties of the ensemble.71  For linear molecules, the most 569	

probable initial rotational quantum number, J*, scales as  570	
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� 

J* ≈
kBTr

B
⎛ 
⎝ ⎜ 

⎞ 
⎠ ⎟ 
1/ 2

 571	

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Since the states most amenable to orientation and 572	

alignment have the lowest initial J’s, this means that a large rotational constant B, 573	

pernicious to achieving large η and ζ, will secure relatively large population of such 574	

states at a given Tr.  575	

 576	

At a rotational temperature of 10 K, the most probable rotational state of DCl will 577	

have J*≈1, for HXeI J*≈11. At Tr=1 K, it is J*≈0 for DCl and J*≈4 for HXeI. In a 4He 578	

superfluid droplet, Tr=0.38 K and J*≈0 for DCl and J*≈2 for HXeI. Thus rotational 579	

cooling and high directionality go hand in hand with one another.  580	

 581	

X.7 Conclusions 582	

Molecules enhanced by external electromagnetic fields gain new capacities72. These 583	

derive chiefly from the molecules’ directional properties endowed by the fields73. 584	

Combined orienting and aligning fields serve to enhance these directional properties.  585	

 586	

The principles involved in creating directional states of linear molecules by 587	

combining permanent and induced dipole forces can be generalized to symmetric74 588	

and asymmetric75,76 tops. The so called 3D alignment – where all three Euler angles 589	

characterizing the rotation of an asymmetric top are aligned by an elliptically 590	

polarized optical field – could be turned into orientation by superimposing an 591	

electrostatic field. These efforts are turning molecular tomography into reality. 592	
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 593	

Manipulation of molecular translation can be achieved in inhomogeneous fields 594	

acting either on low- or high-field seekers. Molecular trapping/confinement in static 595	

fields (electric or magnetic, in case of paramagnetic molecules) is restricted to low-596	

field seekers: this is because static fields can only have a minimum of field strength 597	

in free space (Earnshaw’s theorem29). Despite this limitation, manipulating 598	

trajectories of low-field seekers has flourished, with prominent applications such as 599	

Stark deceleration and focusing77, the molecular fountain78, or the molecular 600	

synchrotron79. In contrast, high-field seekers can be trapped by optical fields, whose 601	

electric vector is oscillating (time dependent) and, therefore, can have a maximum of 602	

field strength in free space. Such a maximum can be achieved by focusing the 603	

electromagnetic field produced by a laser. This is the basis of “optical tweezers,” i.e., 604	

a maximum of field strength at the focus of an optical field that is used to trap or 605	

seize a molecule or a functional group.80,81 A molecule held by optical tweezers is 606	

aligned and, if its symmetry allows it, can be 3D aligned18 as well as oriented by 607	

superimposing an electrostatic field.82 This may be of advantage for applications in 608	

stereochemistry.  609	

 610	

An array of counter-propagating laser beams can be used to generate an optical 611	

lattice whose lattice points/nodes can be loaded with molecules. The oriented states 612	

of the trapped molecules can serve as quantum bits (qubits). The conditions for a 613	

proper operation of quantum logic gates based on such qubits and controlled by 614	

microwave or optical pulses have already been established.50-52,83. 615	

 616	
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Molecules in combined fields will likely continue popping up in additional applications 617	

– whether in physics, chemistry or even biology.  618	

 619	
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Figures 639	

 640	

 641	

Fig. X.1: Permanent dipole/orienting potential (on the left, in red) and induced 642	

dipole/aligning potential (on the right, in blue) as functions of the polar angle θ 643	

between the dipoles fixed to the internuclear axis r and the collinear field vectors F1 644	

and F2 whose common direction defines the space-fixed Z axis. Note the cylindrical 645	

symmetry of the problem with respect to Z, which implies a uniform distribution of the 646	

azimuthal angle φ  and a well-defined projection M on Z of the angular momentum J. 647	

 648	
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 655	

 656	

Fig. X.2: On the left is a schematic of a linear polarisable molecule subject to an an 657	

electric field. On the right is the induced dipole potential as a function of the polar 658	

angle θ between the molecular axis r and the direction of the field. Also shown are 659	

the tunnelling doublets with M = 0 that are bound by the induced dipole potential. 660	

Note the decreasing tunnelling splitting of the doublets that are bound more deeply 661	

by the potential. 662	
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 670	

 671	

Fig. X.3: On the left is a schematic of a linear polar and polarisable molecule subject 672	

to collinear combined fields. On the right is the combined permanent and induced 673	

dipole potential as a function of the polar angle θ between the molecular axis r and 674	

the common direction of the collinear fields. Also shown are the tunnelling doublets 675	

with M = 0 that are bound by the combined potential. Note the increased splitting of 676	

the tunnelling doublets that are bound more deeply by the combined potential. See 677	

also Fig. X.2. 678	
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 685	

 686	

 687	

Fig. X.4: Eigenenergies of the lowest tunnelling doublets with M = 0 as functions of 688	

the orienting parameter η at a fixed values of the aligning parameter ζ = 58. The 689	

tunnelling splitting at η = 0 increases with initial J. All intersections are avoided, due 690	

to the coupling by the permanent dipole interaction of the members of different 691	

tunnelling doublets. Each state |J,|M|;η,ζ> undergoes J intersections. The avoided 692	

intersections are labelled by the topological index k. Note that the eigenergeies are 693	

given in terms of the rotational constant B, cf. TableX.2.See text. 694	
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 699	

 700	

Fig. X.5: Polar plots of the squares of the wavefunctions of Eq. (9) pertaining to the 701	

0,0-1,0 tunnelling doublet for increasing values of the orienting parameter η and for 702	

fixed values of the aligning parameter ζ (full curves, ζ = 10; dotted curves, ζ = 50).  703	

Also shown are the values of the orientation (in red) and alignment (in blue) cosines 704	

pertaining to the wavefunctions (with the value pertaining to ζ = 10 given before the 705	

slash and the value pertaining to ζ = 50 after the slash. The arrows show the 706	

directions of the orienting (F1) and aligning fields (F2). Note that the right- and wrong-707	

way oriented states have positive and negative values of the orientation cosine, 708	

respectively. 709	
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 710	

 711	

Fig. X.6: Same is in Fig. X.5 but pertaining to the 1,1-2,1 tunnelling doublet.  712	
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 720	

 721	

 722	

Fig. X.7: Eigenenergy surfaces of a linear polar and polarisable rotor spanned by the 723	

dimensionless orienting (η) and aligning (ζ) parameters.  All surfaces shown pertain 724	

to the angular momentum projection quantum number M = 0. The avoided 725	

intersections are labelled by the topological index k. The red curve at the intersection 726	

of the ground-state surface (with J = 0) and the parabolic surface for k = 1 is an 727	

analytic eigenenergy.  728	
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 734	

 735	

Fig. X.8: A “unipolar” electromagnetic pulse. Apart from its larger amplitude of the 736	

positive branch than in the negative one, the field F = F1 = F2 has also a different 737	

temporal dependence over the two branches. Note that the surface areas under the 738	

positive and above the negative branch of the pulse are equal.  739	
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 749	

 750	

Fig. X.9: Population quilt, i.e., a top view (projection onto the Pη, Pζ plane) of the 751	

populations of the rotational states J excited by the interaction of a molecule in the 752	

ground rotational state (J = 0) with a delta-kick. See text. Adapted from Ref.11 753	
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 762	

Fig. X.10: Quantum carpets, i.e., the probability densities of the polar angle θ as 763	

functions of the reduced time τ, for delta kicks of strengths Pη =1.5, Pζ = 0 (panel a), 764	

Pη = 0, Pζ = 1.5 (panel b), and Pη =1.5, Pζ = 1.5 (panel c). See text. Adapted from 765	

Ref.11 766	
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changed sign in a mirrored location about ✓ = ⇡/258) at half of
the revival time ⌧ = ⇡/2.

Furthermore, at half of the revival time, because of differ-
ent values of the phase e�iEJ⇡/2 for J(mod4) 2 {0, 1, 2, 3}, the
wavepacket of Eq. (30) can be split into two terms

 (✓, ⌧ + ⇡/2) =
X

J(mod 4)2 {0,3}

���CJ
0,0
���Y0

J (✓)ei(�J�EJ⌧)

�
X

J(mod 4)2 {1,2}

���CJ
0,0
���Y0

J (✓)ei(�J�EJ⌧) (34)

representing a fractional revival. Wavepackets with only
J(mod4) 2 {0, 3} as the main populated states will closely
resemble the initial state after half of the revival time. Sim-
ilarly, wavepackets with only J(mod4) 2 {1, 2} as the main
populated states will also resemble the initial state but with
the opposite sign.

1. Purely orienting interaction

The quantum carpets for the purely orienting interaction
are shown in panels (a), (d), and (g) of Fig. 5. A conspicuous
feature they exhibit is the inversion symmetry of the probabil-
ity density | (✓, ⌧)|2 with respect to the point ✓ = ⌧ = ⇡/2. This
inversion symmetry has its origin in the equality

 (✓, ⌧) =  ⇤(⇡ � ✓, ⇡ � ⌧) (35)

which follows from the wavefunction of Eq. (16), where
ei�J = iJ , and the parity transformation YM

J (⇡ � ✓, ⇡ + �)

= (�1)JYM
J (✓, �). Equation (35) leads to

 
✓
✓,
⇡

2

◆
=  ⇤

✓
⇡ � ✓,

⇡

2

◆
, (36)

which implies the splitting of the wavepacket into two separate
packets at ⌧ = ⌧rev/2 = ⇡/2; see panels (a), (d), and (g) of
Fig. 5.

2. Purely aligning interaction

Analogous results to those above are not available for
the purely aligning interaction, due to the complicated phase
and modulus terms arising in the corresponding wavefuntion,
Eq. (19). However, we can glean some general features of the
purely aligning interaction from the quantum carpets shown
in panels (b), (e), and (h) of Fig. 5.

Shortly after ⌧ = ⌧rev/2 = ⇡/2, the probability densities have
almost isotropic angular distributions, which are reflections
of the initial angular distribution. Such isotropic distributions
are mostly found at weak kick-strengths; see panel (b) of
Fig. 5. With increasing P⇣ , the probability densities become
increasingly anisotropic.

We also note that whereas aligned and anti-aligned distri-
butions appear, respectively, before and after ⌧ = ⌧rev/2, this
order is reversed at the full revival time ⌧ = ⌧rev (more about
this in Sec. III D).

Furthermore, at ⌧ = ⌧rev/4 and ⌧ = 3⌧rev/4, partial anti-
alignment and alignment occurs, respectively. Applying a
phase equivalent to e�

i⇡
4 , Eq. (34) yields

FIG. 5. Quantum carpets, | (✓,⌧) |2 versus ⌧, as obtained from Eq. (31) for �-kicks with P⌘ = P, P⇣ = 0 [panels (a), (d), and (g)], P⇣ = P, P⌘ = 0 [panels (b),
(e), and (h)], and P⌘ = P⇣ = P [panels (c), (f), and (i)], with P = 1.5 [panels (a)–(c)], P = 2.8 [panels (d)–(f)], and P = 8 [panels (g)–(i)].

(a)

(b)
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 771	

Fig. X.11: Quantum carpets for delta kicks of strengths Pη =8, Pζ = 0 (panel a), Pη = 772	

0, Pζ = 8 (panel b), and Pη = 8, Pζ = 8 (panel c). See also caption to Fig. X.10 and 773	

text. Adapted from Ref.11 774	
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changed sign in a mirrored location about ✓ = ⇡/258) at half of
the revival time ⌧ = ⇡/2.

Furthermore, at half of the revival time, because of differ-
ent values of the phase e�iEJ⇡/2 for J(mod4) 2 {0, 1, 2, 3}, the
wavepacket of Eq. (30) can be split into two terms
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representing a fractional revival. Wavepackets with only
J(mod4) 2 {0, 3} as the main populated states will closely
resemble the initial state after half of the revival time. Sim-
ilarly, wavepackets with only J(mod4) 2 {1, 2} as the main
populated states will also resemble the initial state but with
the opposite sign.

1. Purely orienting interaction

The quantum carpets for the purely orienting interaction
are shown in panels (a), (d), and (g) of Fig. 5. A conspicuous
feature they exhibit is the inversion symmetry of the probabil-
ity density | (✓, ⌧)|2 with respect to the point ✓ = ⌧ = ⇡/2. This
inversion symmetry has its origin in the equality

 (✓, ⌧) =  ⇤(⇡ � ✓, ⇡ � ⌧) (35)

which follows from the wavefunction of Eq. (16), where
ei�J = iJ , and the parity transformation YM
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which implies the splitting of the wavepacket into two separate
packets at ⌧ = ⌧rev/2 = ⇡/2; see panels (a), (d), and (g) of
Fig. 5.

2. Purely aligning interaction

Analogous results to those above are not available for
the purely aligning interaction, due to the complicated phase
and modulus terms arising in the corresponding wavefuntion,
Eq. (19). However, we can glean some general features of the
purely aligning interaction from the quantum carpets shown
in panels (b), (e), and (h) of Fig. 5.

Shortly after ⌧ = ⌧rev/2 = ⇡/2, the probability densities have
almost isotropic angular distributions, which are reflections
of the initial angular distribution. Such isotropic distributions
are mostly found at weak kick-strengths; see panel (b) of
Fig. 5. With increasing P⇣ , the probability densities become
increasingly anisotropic.

We also note that whereas aligned and anti-aligned distri-
butions appear, respectively, before and after ⌧ = ⌧rev/2, this
order is reversed at the full revival time ⌧ = ⌧rev (more about
this in Sec. III D).

Furthermore, at ⌧ = ⌧rev/4 and ⌧ = 3⌧rev/4, partial anti-
alignment and alignment occurs, respectively. Applying a
phase equivalent to e�

i⇡
4 , Eq. (34) yields

FIG. 5. Quantum carpets, | (✓,⌧) |2 versus ⌧, as obtained from Eq. (31) for �-kicks with P⌘ = P, P⇣ = 0 [panels (a), (d), and (g)], P⇣ = P, P⌘ = 0 [panels (b),
(e), and (h)], and P⌘ = P⇣ = P [panels (c), (f), and (i)], with P = 1.5 [panels (a)–(c)], P = 2.8 [panels (d)–(f)], and P = 8 [panels (g)–(i)].
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